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The logistics service provider Agility is one of the top users of the Import Message  
Platform (IMP) and profits from significantly quicker and more effective handling while 
processing imports in the Port of Hamburg.   

The key is the automated functionality of the platform – the 
so-called AutoIMP. The Import Message Platform was intro-
duced into the Port of Hamburg as part of the Port Com-
munity System developed by DAKOSY over five years ago. 
This intelligent platform supports and optimizes the entire 
import process from loading at the vessel through to deli-
very of goods with the customer. “With AutoIMP, Customs 
processing is speeded up and the work of our sea freight 
employees is also made significantly easier,” says Heiko 
Rath, Manager of Customs, AEO and Compliance at Agility.  

 

AutoIMP       Agility performs with faster import 
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AutoIMP offers an enormous savings potential

He sees a clear competitive advantage in using IMP. “We 
found it surprising that until now the functionality wasn’t 
being used by more freight forwarders. On the Customs side, 
we use the automation from the Port of Hamburg for all  
German locations and thereby deliver our import containers 
significantly faster. With about 1,000 containers per month, 
that adds up a lot.”

The procedure is easy: for each container, Agility sends a so-
called Disposition to IMP as early as possible, i.e., five to six 
workdays before the arrival of the vessel. “The data is quick 
to input into the web app, since it is only necessary to enter 
three fields: container number, original BL and information 
about what mode of transport will follow,” says Heiko Rath. 
Meanwhile ZODIAK, the Customs software used by Agility,  
transmits an “advance import Customs declaration” to  
ATLAS, which states that the confirmation will automatically 
follow. As soon as the Discharge Date message comes from 

the terminal, IMP begins the process with an automated 
status message to ZODIAK. The Customs declaration is then 
confirmed in ATLAS. “The savings potential is enormous  
– especially for containers which are discharged outside  
normal working hours, weekdays after 6 p.m. or at week- 
ends. In the past, employees had to work longer hours 
and at the weekends, or the customs processing had 
to wait until the next morning or after the weekend. 
Add to that the fact that Customs has a very heavy  
workload, and then the clearance process took even longer. 
Thanks to AutoIMP, Customs can now process automated  
declarations nights as wells as weekends, and our employees 
begin their workdays much more relaxed.” 

Also the trucking companies that transport for Agility profit.  
They can now avoid the long wait times which occur at 
check-in counters, especially on Monday mornings, because 
95 to 96 % of their containers are already released. This way 
they can better plan their transports and complete them 
more quickly. 

Faster import processing in the Port of Hamburg with AutoIMP
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ZODIAK GE Europe 

Many of our customers in Germany are already know and  
appreciate our ATLAS customs-handling software, ZODIAK GE. 
This is the name we chose to introduce our Java-based software 
which followed the classic ZODIAK onto the market during the 
last few years. ZODIAK GE has been certified for Customs proces-
sing in Austria since 2014. The third country in the triangle, Swit-
zerland, has been covered by our classic ZODIAK software for  
many years. In order to provide a uniform interface for all customs  
processing in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, we are currently  
implementing ZODIAK GE software for Switzerland as well. 
 

As of January 1, 2017, we can offer the modern GE interface for  
all customers based in these regions to use for their goods trans-
port between Switzerland, Austria and Germany. 

The java-based solution also supports essential Customs pro- 
cedures in the Netherlands and Belgium, and all further pro-
cedures will be added in the first half of 2017. As soon as both 
countries have coverage of all Customs procedures, additional 
countries will follow. 

On September 18, 2016, DAKOSY was awarded the status of 
Authorised Economic Operator (AEO). The AEO certificate is an  
international seal of quality which recognises the reliability  
and trustworthiness of companies involved in import and 
export processes and allows for considerable simplification in 
international Customs handling. DAKOSY’s data center handles 

Customs transactions data for more than 1,400 enterprises. 
For DAKOSY, the AEO certificate reflects how the company  
sees itself as a vital link in the supply chain from sender to the 
final recipient of the goods and can guarantee that highest 
security levels are observed for all customs processes in which 
DAKOSY transmits data. 

DAKOSY is now AEO certified
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DAKOSY’s new software makes the work of HVCC easier

To this end, the HVCC awarded a development contract to  
DAKOSY, which has now been successfully completed. The 
introduction of the software means that the majority of the 
routine workflow stages will be supported in the future. 

The HVCC Hamburg Vessel Coordination Center represents 
a unique selling proposition of the Port of Hamburg. With its 
Feeder Logistics Center (FLC) and Nautical Terminal Coordina-
tion (NTC) departments, it is in charge of the centralised ope-
rational coordination of the arrivals and departures of mega-
ships, feeder ships and inland vessels in the Port of Hamburg. 
The introduction of new coordination software will relieve 
staff members at the FLC and NTC of manual administrative  
activities and enable them to concentrate more on their actual 
planning, coordination and solution-oriented duties. 

The aim of the customised software is to make the workflows 
in the HVCC as paperless as possible. The system also uses in-
terfaces to access a variety of data already available elsewhere 
and to collate it for the HVCC’s activities. This investment will 
enable the HVCC to interlink at a system level with business 
partners such as the Vessel Traffic Service Centre, the terminals, 
the shipping companies and the service providers in the Port of 
Hamburg in future. Discussions on this are already under way.

Heinrich Goller, Managing Director of the HVCC Hamburg 
Vessel Coordination Center: “The HVCC is the central point of 
coordination for ship calls in the Port of Hamburg. Our core 
activity is to pool information and to propose solutions so that 
ships can be handled efficiently. The introduction of coordina-
tion software will enable our staff to concentrate much more 
on their key tasks, as they will be relieved of repetitive manual 
processes. At the same time, the standardised software will 
allow us to interact much more closely with our partners, such 
as the Vessel Traffic Service Centre. 

In doing so, we are taking another step towards further en-
hancing the performance of the Port of Hamburg through 
transparency and cooperation. We would therefore welcome 
it if other terminals joined us and participated in the range of 
services offered by the HVCC.”

Dieter Spark, Chief Executive Officer of DAKOSY Datenkommu-
nikationssystem AG: “We are delighted to have successfully  
completed the software project for the HVCC within the  
scheduled timeframe. Based on the experience gained with 
the PRISE communication platform, we have worked closely 
with the client to digitalise specific process stages which were 
previously performed by staff in a largely paper-based way.  
As a result, workflows at the Port of Hamburg are becoming 
even faster.” 

The HVCC Hamburg Vessel Coordination Center is the central coordination point for mega-ships,  
feeder ships and inland vessels in the Port of Hamburg. The HVCC will place an even greater focus on  
digitalisation in the future.

before after
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The functions of the HVCC software at a glance 
The employees of the HVCC can combine the required information via mutually coupled screens 
and develop solutions for smooth ship handling.
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Tony Bennett (28) joined our team on May 1, 2016, as an Account 
Manager for the BeNeLux region. After a half-year training phase  
in DAKOSY’s Hamburg main office, where he learned about 
DAKOSY’s diverse solutions for forwarding and Customs pro-
cessing, he has been leading DAKOSY’s new office in Eindhoven 
(Netherlands) since November 1, 2016, where he assists custo-
mers in the three countries. His first marketing activities in the 
Netherlands included representing DAKOSY at the booth at the 
ICT&Logistiek trade fair in Utrecht at the beginning of November. 

His logistics-oriented work experience, his fluency in English, 
Dutch and German, and his desire to work for a German com-
pany in the Netherlands qualify him as the right man for the job.

Born in 1988 in the UK, Tony Bennett’s parents relocated to  
Eindhoven in the Netherlands when he was ten years old. He at-
tended school in Eindhoven before continuing on to university 
in Antwerp. He gained his first work experience in the marketing 
department of the Dutch-French airline Air France/KLM. In 2013, 
he moved to the logistics consultancy CLX Logistics in Eindho-
ven, where his focus was consulting on supply chain manage-
ment for trade, industry and logistics. 

In the next few years he plans a number of activities to broaden 
DAKOSY’s presence in logistics and supply chain solutions as 
well as customs solutions in the Netherlands and Belgium.

Tony Bennett
Account-Manager BeNeLux

 DAKOSY personally...>>

Successful DAKOSY events in Munich and Hamburg

Our training seminars focus on the topics which are most often  
requested by our customers. We keep our seminars up-to-date 
to incorporate newly changed logistics processes or software 
updates which are necessary in the course of release changes. 
In our training seminars and workshops, the practical appli-
cations are emphasized so that you can integrate the training 
into your working day more efficiently. This year we have run 
over 300 training sessions with more than 1,200 participants 
covering the areas of Customs and forwarding. 

Our workshops and special seminars dealing with knowledge 
of Customs procedures were particularly well received. In 
addition to the open training sessions which you can find in 
our catalogue, we also offer training for individual customers 
which can be arranged in-house at your location, in our trai-
ning center in Hamburg or on-line.                   

                                                 www.dakosy.de/support/schulung/

The 2017 training catalogue has arrived!

Integrated and intelligent transportation management and  
supply chain solutions are in high demand by freight forwarders 
and logistics companies in the BeNeLux region. With the ope-
ning of a new office in Eindhoven, DAKOSY meets these needs. 
Our portfolio of solutions includes software packages for trans-

port management (TMS), supply chain management (SCM) 
and international customs handling (ZODIAK). DAKOSY has the  
comprehensive technical expertise to provide customer-specific  
B2B interfaces and can integrate these software packages into 
internal company IT systems or external platforms. 

DAKOSY opens office in Eindhoven

Under the banner “Digitalisation in Logistics,” DAKOSY invited 
guests to information events in Munich on October 11 and in 
Hamburg on November 1, 2016. Both sessions were well atten-
ded, with 70 guests in Munich and over 250 in Hamburg.  

In addition to informative lectures which were tailored to the 
regional interests of the local audiences, there were opportuni-
ties to have personal talks with members of the DAKOSY team 
during breaks and at the Get2gether afterwards. 

Left to right: Jürgen Behrens (HHM), Bernd Voigt (DAKOSY), Ingo Egloff (HHM), Katrin Woywod (DAKOSY), 
Steffen Bieniek (CargoSoft), Simon Linder (DAKOSY), Lutz Hagen (DAKOSY) 


